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Proposed Pell Grant cuts 
jeopardize students' financial aid 
Written by: 
Alyssa Sterkel 
On Feb.11, House F,epublicans 
proposed cutting the maximum a 
student can receive from the Pell 
Grant from $5,550 to $4,705. 
The Pell Grant program is a 
need-based federal program that 
provides money for low-income stu-
dents depending on the information 
from the Free Application for Fe,deral .·, : 
~~' _... <-~ - ' " 
Student Aid. A student's"'mcome, 
their parents' income, family size, 
assets and the number of family 
members in college are factors that 
" I t,:" I . 1 L 
determine who qualifies for the grant 
and for how much. 
Kathleen Strickland, director 
of State and Federal Grant and 
Scholarship Programs in the Office 
of Student Financial Assistance, 
said, "A student who is given the 
federal formula, or Effective Family 
Contribution, of zero is a financially-
needy student and the type who is 
eligible for $5,550 per year, which is 
"In these difficult times, people are 
having a rough time and the cut is just 
going to escalate it and make it more 
challenging to go to school and for 
people to fund their education." 
- Kathleen Strickland, director of State and 
Federal Grant and Scholarship Programs 
if their EFC score is higher than 
zero, but they will not :.rr.Ge",i"""".,,,,.,. 
for people to fund their education." 
Tasha Riddle, freshm~n psy-
maxiIllum amount. ~Hjq \4 'l. }-'~! "hology major, said, "I'm a 
Strickland said if the maximum financially-needy student who relies 
is cut, financially-needy students 
will receive less money and those 
who are not as financially needy will 
not receive any. 
"It will definitely have an 
impact because we have a big Pell 
Grant population at NSU," she said. 
"In these difficult times, people are 
having a rough time and the cut is 
on the Pell Grant to get money so 
without that money I may not be able 
to go to this college, You may see 
less students going to NSU since it 
is so expensive and if we can't get 
the money, then we can't go [here]." 
In order to keep the Pell Grant 
at the current maximum, President 
Barack Obama's 2012 budget pro-
the maximum." just going to escalate it and make it poses reducing the Pell Grant issuance 
A student can receive money more challenging to go to school and from twice a year to once a year, 
UC Subway doesn't 
accept outside coupon, 
• sets own proIllotlons 
Written by: 
KerenMoros 
A sign at Subway in the Don 
Taft University Center advises 
customers that Subway does not 
accept outside coupons. 
Robert Genser, Chartwells 
resident district manager, said the 
acceptance of coupons is dependent 
on the franchise. 
"There are so many different 
things that go on with Subway that 
it would be too confusing for us to 
participate," he said. 
However, Genser said the 
UC has its own promotions. Every 
Thursday students can participate in 
the "Word of the Day" promotion. By 
saying the "Word of the Day," which 
is posted on twitter.comlShaIk-
Dining, customers receive a dollar off 
their order anywhere on campus. 
The Subway located in the food court of the Don Taft University Center does not participate in all the 
national corporation's promotions. 
Genser also said that Chartwells 
and the Office of Business Services 
compare their prices to nearby 
restaurants twice a year to keep 
their prices competitive with outside 
locations. Pricing adjustments are 
made during the summer semester 
if necessary. 
"We went to the three closest 
Subways to us and we looked at their 
prices," Genser said. "You will find 
that we are less expensive on about 
85 percent of the items and on the 
other 15, we're the same." 
Genser said that Chartwells 
sometimes follows Subway's other 
SEE SUBWAY 2 
On Feb. 11, Republicans proposed cutting the Pell Grant, a need-based federal program for low-income 
students, by nearly $900. 
and cutting subsidies for loans for 
graduate and professional students. 
With subsidized loans, the 
government currently pays the 
interest on the amount awarded while 
the student is in school. Strickland 
said if subsidies are cut interest will 
accumulate immediately instead of 
six months after the student graduates. 
SEE PELL GRANT 2 
White House 
proposes universal 
Internet ID 
Written by: 
Gabrielo Banks 
In January, Gary Locke, com-
merce secretary announced that the 
U.S. Commerce Department is in 
the process of creating the National 
Strategy for Trusted Identities in 
Cyberspace. The online ID would 
replace and streamline individual 
usemames for e-mails, online banking 
and other online transactions. 
White House personnel said this 
would make the online market more 
secure. For example, an eBay user 
would no longer ~uy books from 
an anonymous seUer. Instead, the 
user would have ~ license as an 
Internet user" with . a ~ traceable on-
line reputatio~. 
However; some students are 
concerned that the ID will act more 
as a tracking system than a method 
of cyber terrorism deterrence. 
Todne Foster, second-year psy-
chology student, said she is skeptical 
about the proposal because she is 
unsure of how the government will 
keep her private information from 
other parties. 
"Unless they keep this Internet . 
ID private, like super private, then I 
don't think this will work," she said. 
Johnathan Reyna, sophomore 
computer science major, said, "On 
the premise of security, I think it's 
better to have more freedom thiln 
security. It might be a good idea 
for some people in some instances, 
but it shouldn't be a one-size-
fits-all thing." 
Saeed Rajput, Ph.D., associate 
professor in the Graduate School of 
Computer and Information Sciences, 
SEE INTERNET ID 2 
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SUBWAY from 1 
promotions. It has the $4.50 combo on Fridays for 
three sandwiches. Genser said outside Subways 
offer the combo for only one sandwich. 
But the campus Subway did not participate 
in the national FebruANY promotion last month, 
which offered all foot-long sandwiches for $5. 
However, Genser said the campus Subway already 
offers nine foot-long sandwiches for $5. 
Second-year medical student Ron Mathew 
said he usually buys the $5 foot-long Veggie Delite 
sandwich. He said current promotions should be 
advertised more. 
"They should do better outreach with that 
'Word of the Day,'" he said. "I see the signs, but I 
didn't know I had to go online to get it." 
Lucy Mawhinney, retail operations director 
of the UC food court, said the campus Subway's 
pricing structure allows for prices to be maintained 
throughout the semester. 
"The way they structure their pricing in 
general has changed a lot over the past year and 
a half - such as having $5 foot-longs, then 
eliminating them, and then bringing back some of 
PELL GRANT from 1 
If the Pell Grant is eliminated, students will 
be affected starting this summer. If the maximum 
is cut, students will be affected in the fall 
2011 semester. 
Strickland said, "We have not started 
News 
them," she said. 
Mawhinney said the UC food court has so 
many of its own promotions that it does not always 
use national or local ones. 
"We've maintained the original $5 foot-longs 
and kept that pricing, which [other Subways] don't 
necessarily," she said. "And with that, we have 
lower pricing on the six-inch sandwiches, so we 
offer the value in that way as opposed to some of 
those [outside] promotions." 
. Janet Bencivenga, manager of GlobalAccount 
Services in the chain's world headquarters, said 
that Subway franchises are not required to follow 
national promotions or accept coupons. But the 
franchises can create their own promotions. 
"As franchises, they make their own decisions 
as far as their price point and their promotions," 
Bencivenga said. "We don't dictate the prices. We 
recommend prices." 
Bencivenga said that if students have 
complaints about their Subway, they should 
consult the local manager and headquarters if the 
problem is not resolved. 
awarding for the 2011/2012 academic year, but 
we anticipate begging any day riow. In a way it's 
kind of good because we may have to change those 
awards [depending on how the Senate votes]." 
Outside Advertising Sales 
Need hard working, aggressive sales 
people to sell digital advertising in 
Broward County. You control your hours. 
Commission only. 
Call Aaron 786-566-2925 
Open Mondo\J-Soturdo\J 
11:30 o .m.-3 p .m . 
5 p ,m.-9:30 p ,m . 
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INTERNET 10 from 1 
Representatives from the U.S. Commerce Department recently announced that they will be creating the National Strategy 
for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace. The 10 will streamline individual usernames for e-mail , online banking and other 
online transactions. 
said the anonymity that comes from the 
absence of a universal ID allows people to 
have more freedom. 
"The security has to be balanced with 
our personal rights. If you do too much 
security then you take away personal 
rights," he said. 
Federal research by the U.S. 
Homeland Security shows that hackers 
are more organized, sharing hacking 
scripts and phished accounts. 
Rajput said that with the increase in 
hacker sophistication, governments will 
want more control over the Internet. He 
said it is in the interest of corporations and 
the government to work together to create 
an Internet ID. 
Reyna said he believed there could 
be some negative aspects to the ID. He 
said he thought if not careful, users could 
fall into a hacker's trap and have all their 
accounts stolen at once. 
Raj put also said that if the 
government can issue an Internet ID, they 
can revoke it, which, under a mandatory 
ID situation, would jeopardize everyone's 
equal access to the Internet, otherwise 
known as net neutrality. But, Rajput also 
said this would enable the government to 
have control over users who put Internet 
companies at risk and leak confidential 
government information. 
"If the intention is to use it on one 
sector of the Internet where the ID can be 
used and another sector where you can 
be relatively anonymous then it's a good 
thing," he said. 
The ID is still being drafted and 
is expected to be released by President 
Obama in the next few months. 
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Career Development opens 
satellite oRice 
Written by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
The Office of Career Develop-
ment hosted the open house for its 
satellite office on Feb. 23. The new 
office, located on the first floor of 
the Carl DeSantis Building, will 
assist students in their job search by 
bringing employers to campus. 
Carleen Pallante, assistant 
director of Campus Relations in 
the Office of Career Development, 
said, "At the satellite office there 
.will be more opportunities for 
students to meet hiring employers, 
whether that be through information 
sessions, networking events, on-
campus interviews, or visits to their 
classrooms or organizations." 
Pallante also said the new 
office provides more visibility to 
students in order to encourage the 
use of career development services 
and events. Therefore, students 
interested in jobs or internships 
should keep an eye out for employer 
events in the DeSantis office. 
Tiphanie Rood, first·year master's student of accounting, works in the Career Development satellite office located on the first floor of the Carl DeSantis building. 
The office held an open house on Feb. 23. 
Kory Evans, sophomore marine 
biology major, said he thought 
the new office's focus was an 
excellent idea. 
"It will really help a lot of 
college students who may not know 
what to do next," he said. 
Pallante -said that because of 
the office's focus on recruitment, 
students will have more opportunities 
to get hired before they leave NSU. 
Nataly Schildt, second-year 
student in the College of Osteopathic 
Medicine, said there was no office to 
help students in their job search at 
her undergraduate institution. 
"I think this is a great idea 
for NSU to help its undergraduate 
students find a job, especially in this 
economy," she said. 
One career adviser will be in the 
new office. He is available through 
appointment only by 'contacting the 
main office. Drop-in advisement is 
only available in the main Career 
Development office on the fourth 
floor of the Alvin Sherman Library. 
The main office will continue 
to provide students with career 
advisement, career workshops, 
job search and graduate school 
information. 
Milagro Baines, first-year grad-
uate student in the College of Student 
Affairs, attended the office's open 
house and said she really liked the 
new office. However, she said she 
would have liked it more if the office 
was in a more central location. - -< . , 
"I think the idea of opening 
the new office in the H. Wayne 
Huizenga School of Business was 
a great idea, but I also think that 
opening a location in the UC would 
have been better," she said. "Though 
there are a lot of classes held in that 
building that are not business school 
related, I think placing the office in 
the UC would have reached a larger 
demographic and place the career 
development center in the midst of 
everything." 
This month, the new office will 
bring organizations looking to hire, 
s\.!ch"aS'¥Me~,' · hasys Software 
and Devereux Florida to campus. In 
April, they expect Norwegian Cruise 
Lines and Lexis Nexus. 
For more information about the 
Office of Career Development log on 
to www.nova.edu/career or call (954) 
262-7201. To apply for pOSitions 
with recruiters, or to RSVP to events, 
visit www,·nova.edu/careershark. 
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Ballroom Dancing classes 
start at NSU 
Richard and Karen Campbell 
are teaching the fundamentals 
of Salsa, Merengue, Cha-Cha, 
and Swing in the ReaPlex, 
Classes began on Feb. 28 
and will run through March 21. 
For more information, contact 
Mike Prociuk at prociuk@ 
nova.edu. 
Broward County Heart Walk 
takes place at NSU 
On March 19, the Broward 
County Heart Walk will be 
held from 9 a.m.- 2 p,m. 
on campus. The 5-K walk 
promotes physical activity 
and healthy living among 
employees, Other activities 
including children's activities, 
health screenings and 
entertainment will also take 
place at the event. For more 
information, contact the 
American Heart Association at 
(954) 772-8100, 
Professor studies Gulf of 
Mexico biodiversity 
James Thomas, Ph.D., profes-
sor in the Oceanographic 
Center, was part of a team 
of researchers who studied 
the biodiversity of the Gulf of 
Mexico. Thomas observed 
arthropods that live in 
sponges and are susceptible 
to pesticides, dyes and 
crude oils. Thomas worked 
with researchers from ' the 
University of Florida who 
concluded the exploration on 
March 14. 
South Florida shows 
movies outside 
Several cities in South Florida 
are showing G and PG-rated 
movies for free. Miami Beach 
and Doral are some of the 
cities that hosted the free 
movie event. Cutler Bay will 
join them on April 8 when 
the city screens 'Tangled" at 
Cutler Ridge Park at 7:30 p.m. 
Gov. Rick Scott rejects 
funding for speed rails 
At the beginning of the 
month, Florida Gov. Rick 
Scott rejected $2.4 billion in 
federal funding for a speed 
rail that would connect Tampa 
to Orlando and, eventually, 
Miami. Scott said the funding 
may not cover the entire 
project and Floridians would 
have to pay for the extra 
expenses. He also said if the 
project failed the state would 
have to pay back the money. 
H&M comes to South Beach 
Hennes & Mauritz, or H&M, 
will open a store in South 
Beach in fall 2012. The Swe-
dish retailer has been in the 
U.S. since 2000 and has 210 
locations around the country. 
Dior fires designer for anti-
Semitic remarks 
The fashion company Christian 
Dior fired designer John Gal-
liano on , March 1 for making 
anti-Semitic remarks in a Paris 
cafe in October. The designer 
said he was not anti-Semitic, 
but had previously been on 
probation with the company 
for a similar incident. 
4 
Pay Aponte: 
New artist on the rise 
Featured work of Edilberto "Pay" Aponte, technology specialist for the Office of Information Technology and 
senior graphic design major. Aponte's work, "Ella es la que manda" (right) and "911 " (left) were featured 
recently in an exposition in his home town of Puerto Rico. 
Written by: 
Monica Lynne Herrera 
Strutting in sunglasses, a 
carefully-chosen wardrobe and an 
untrimmed beard, Edilberto "Pay" 
Aponte can often be seen walking 
the halls of the Don Taft University 
Center with a cart of expensive-
looking technology and speaking 
Spanglish on a Bluetooth earpiece. 
Aponte is a technology specialist for 
the Office of Information Technology 
and a senior graphic design major. 
Puerto Rican Aponte, 35, 
grew up among mangrove jungles, 
homemade boats and seashells. He 
came to Florida at 22 to study at the 
Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale and 
completed a bachelor's in computer 
science and animation. 
Feeling his work should be 
seen, Aponte decided to create an . 
exposition of the art he created while 
in college. He transferred more than 
50 sketches and doodles from a dusty 
trapper-keeper notebook and made a 
collection of framed works. 
"I felt really accomplished to 
see the transfer of the drawings on 
paper to its finished result in the 
frames . They look more like art now. 
I can't believe they're my work," 
he said. 
The exposition was held in 
Puerto Rico in December 2010 
and consisted of abstract drawings 
in pencil, color and ink, including 
three-dimensional sculptures. His art 
draws the eye into a maze of images 
- one within the other. He said he 
was inspired memories of his life and 
San Juan, Puerto Rico's capital. 
Pay kept himself busy for 
months working on the exposition 
in hopes that his artistic work will 
be recognized. He found sponsors 
and volunteers and used his graphic 
design and animation skills to 
market his event and his name as an 
upcoming artist. 
Pay returns to his "island of 
enchantment," as Puerto Rico is 
often called, several times a year. 
He said American stress gives him 
sudden impulses to buy a plane ticket 
home for the weekend. 
"The island life is much more 
chill than it is here. Sometimes I 
sit on the beach by my house in 
Florida, look at the horizon and try 
to imagine I'm back home in Puerto 
Rico. I love living here and I don't 
plan on moving back anytime soon, 
but sometimes I miss home," he said. 
He constantly communicates 
with his friends and family in Puerto 
Rico. His mother Marie Carmen is his 
driving force and his motivation and 
. convinced him to have the exposition 
in his hometown of La Parguera, in 
the municipality of Lajas. 
"I told him to do it where he 
was raised, where everyone knows 
him. I want him to show everyone 
what he's been doing in the United 
States, what his abilities are, [and] to 
get the word out there. I'll help him 
with anything because I want the 
best for all my kids," she said. 
La Parguera is a small fishing 
town and had never held that kind 
of event. Aponte's exposition made 
history and helped promote tourism. 
HiS mom and sister, Yomari, also 
called "Tati," helped him coordinate 
the details, from finding sponsors to 
organizing teams of volunteers. They 
even contacted the town mayor, who 
supported his endeavor. 
"He had me running around all 
over the island for him. Se me canso 
la lengua de hablar con la gente. (My 
tongue got tired from talking with 
people.) But I don't mind helping 
him. He's my brother, and I'm proud 
of him," said Tati. "Months later, 
people are still buzzing about [the 
exposition]. I know: he's going to be 
a success." 
Friends and co-workers sup-
ported his exposition by donating, 
finding media contacts and giving 
moral support. The Miami-based 
public relations and marketing 
company, innOVATION Marketing, 
also promoted the event to Puerto 
Rican media outlets. 
Aponte said he had counted 
the days until critical eyes would 
analyze and decipher meaning from 
his works. Before falling asleep, he 
would picture what the event would 
look and feel like. 
"I felt very nervous. I used to 
joke that I was going to hide in the 
bathroom every night, but it turned 
out I felt great talking about my art 
to the crowd," said Aponte. 
More than 500 people attended 
the exposition during its three-day 
run. Aponte sold several digital 
copies of his pieces and will use the 
funds to create another exposition in 
South Florida and possibly involve 
other artists in hopes of making it an 
annual event. 
Since coming back to Fort 
Lauderdale, he has entered his 
pieces in local competitions and 
won a People's Choice Award for 
his piece "Virgen en Pena" (The 
Virgin's Sorrow) at the Gallery 101's 
Black and White Showcase. He also 
pitched one of his logos to Surfer's 
For Autism and is continuing to work 
on his digital art. He has begun his 
second collection of works and is 
experimenting with other mediums. 
"I think to myself, where have I 
been hiding my cojones (confidence) 
all this time?" Aponte said. "I got 
tired of waiting for something great 
to happen to me. I wasn't doing the 
work to achieve anything." 
Aponte said that receiving 
positive feedback on his work gave 
. him the courage to work harder. 
"I'm happy with the tum out 
of my event, but I still have stories 
to tell the world through my art," he 
said. "I'm not done yet." 
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S.t. Patrick's Day: 
An AInerican holiday 
vVritten by : 
David Kilroy 
David Kilroy is an associate 
professor of history in the Farquhar 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
Americans embrace March 17 
as a festive date when "everyone is 
Irish for the day." On St. Patrick's 
Day, the Chicago River turns a 
bright emerald hue, beer sales spike, 
restaurants across the country add 
"Irish stew" and "bacon and cabbage" 
to their menus, and you are liable to 
get pinched for not wearing green. 
Elaborate parades wind through the 
streets of cities from New York to 
San Francisco and from Savannah, 
Ga. to Scranton, Pa. as they come to a 
standstill for 24 hours, while Seattle 
beats out Boston, according to CNN, 
as the best place "to get your green 
on." St. Patrick's Day is party time in 
America, and, Irish ancestry or not, 
it is clearly among the most popular 
holidays of the year. 
Growing up in Dublin, my 
earliest memories of St. Patrick's 
Day are just a little different. March 
17 is traditionally both a national 
holiday and a Holy Day on the Irish 
calendar, a day when all schools 
and businesses are closed. My 
earliest memories of St. Patrick's 
Day revolve around Mass in the 
morning, where the priest re'minded 
us of the familiar story of how St. 
Patrick came to Ireland from Wales 
as a slave, escaped and returned as 
an adult in the middle of the fifth 
century to convert the pagan Irish 
to Christianity, and a family dinner 
(usually roast lamb, not bacon and 
cabbage) in the afternoon. 
There was never any imperative 
to wear green, though it was common 
to sport real a shamrock, purchased 
from vendors outside the church, 
on your lapel. By the time I was a 
teenager, however, the holiday was 
increaSingly taking on an American 
tone, with a growing emphasis on 
parades and public celebrations. 
Today, St. Patrick's Day in 
Ireland is largely indistinguishable 
from its sister events across the 
Atlantic, and you are liable to find as 
many plastic shamrocks and inflatable 
leprechauns in Dublin on March 17 
as you are in New York or Boston. 
The green beer is purely a stateside 
tradition, however, as some things 
remain sacred on the "auld sod." 
Traditionalists in Ireland be-
moan what they see as the 
Americanization, and by implication 
the commerCialization, of Ireland's 
national holiday. Such a perspective, 
however, misses the point that St. 
Patrick's Day in the United States is 
a wholly different tradition, albeit a 
branch of the same tree. As waves of 
Irish immigrants began to arrive on 
American shores in the 1830s and 
during the famine years of the 1840s, 
they encountered widespread anti-
Catholic and anti-Irish sentiment. 
. The~I!!.Pd~rn St. Patrick's Day 
pal-aGe w~~ oc.frn in New York City 
in 1851. Irish units of the British 
Army actually organized the first St. 
Patrick's parades in America in the 
1760s, but 1851 marks the beginning 
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT: MAXINE S. COHEN 
Written by: 
KerenMoros 
Maxine Cohen, Ph.D., professor 
at the Graduate School of Computer 
and Information Sciences, would not 
be a human-computer interaction 
specialist today if it weren't for the 
fact that she is left-handed. 
"Being left-handed, I think I 
was always aware of misfits with 
things," she said. "The world is set 
up for right-handed people." 
Cohen describes human-computer 
interaction as "that human-computer 
interface where the computer 
and person meet." She said that 
sometimes when her students start 
learning about human-computer 
interaction, they believe it is 
common sense, but there are rules in 
the field supported by research. 
"There's a part of it that's an 
art. When you're designing an icon, 
it's art to make it more meaningful," 
she said. "But there's science in how 
long it takes to move your hand from 
the keyboard to the mouse." 
While in a "one-year teaching 
job that lasted 11 years," she 
decided to pursue her doctorate at 
State University of New York at 
Binghamton. She graduated the 
same year that her son graduated 
from high school. 
Cohen said Wat receiving her 
doctorate later in life allowed her to 
appreciate it more and understand 
the importance of life-long learning. 
"A lot of our students are 
students who couldn't do their edu-
cation immediately after college," 
she said. "And so I do understand 
the challenges of trying to balance 
family and work and school." 
Cohen said she enjoys how her 
students connect their problems to 
the courses and the examples. 
"For a young student, anything 
I say is the authority because I'm 
the professor," she said. "[With 
my students,] I find that they're 
very challenging, but it's a good 
challenge." 
In 2010, Cohen collaborated 
with other writers on the fifth edition 
of a textbook called "Designing the 
User Interface." She was a reviewer 
of the book's previous editions and 
was contacted by the publishers to 
help co-author the latest edition. 
Cohen said the book has helped 
widen NSU's reputation and she 
enjoyed working on it. 
"That was a really exclUng, 
challenging time for me," she said. 
"I feel that it was good for me and it 
was good for NSU and it was good 
for our students." 
Cohen said her family is "very 
much a Nova family." Her daughter 
is an academic advisor in the College 
of Pharmacy and her husband is 
the assistant director of enrollment 
reporting and data quality at the 
Office of Information Management 
at the Farquhar College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
''We talk a lot about, 'How was 
your Nova today?'" she said. "We're 
Nova through and through. We 
keep telling my son we're going to 
bring him over one day, but it hasn't 
happened yet." 
Cohen participated in the 
Women's Institute in Summer En-
richment Program at Cornell 
of the modem parade tradition when 
various Irish fraternal and beneficial 
societies came together to form a 
grand parade as annual event in New 
York City. It was largely a symbol 
of defiance against nativist hysteria 
that deemed these new arrivals unfit 
candidates for American citizenship. 
Some of the earliest parades 
spawned violence between Irish 
immigrants and nativist gangs, but 
slowly, as the Irish mastered the art 
of urban politics, St. Patrick's Day 
became woven into the civic fabric 
of major American cities where the 
Irish congregated. The pride of the 
place given to firefighters, police 
officers and other city officials in 
modem American St. Patrick's 
parades is testimony to the role these 
institutions played in providing an 
avenue toward assimilation for Irish 
immigrants in the 19th century. 
The Irish were the first in a long 
series of immigrant groups coming 
to America in the 19th century 
whose presence challenged a narrow 
definition of the United States as 
a white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant 
nation. The Irish experience would 
pave the way for later arriving Italians, 
Russians and Jews, among others. 
St. Patrick's Day in America 
represents a long tradition of 
assimilation politics that has modem 
parallels in Cinco de Mayo or 
Carnaval Miami, . fo~ example. St. . 
Patrick's Day is· argua15fytlie Olaest 
immigrant holiday in this country, 
and, as such, it is quite fitting that 
on March 17 "everyone is Irish 
for the day." 
Maxine Cohen, PhD., is a professor in the 
Graduate School of Computer and Information 
Sciences. 
University in 2008 and is a member 
of the Association for Computing 
Machinery, the Special Interest Group 
in Computer Human Interaction 
and the Institute for Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers. She formerly 
worked as a programmer at Eastman 
Kodak and the human factors group 
in the now-closed IBM plant in Boca 
Raton. She also reviews fellowship 
and grant applications for the 
National Science Foundation and 
has presented work at the Frontiers 
in Education Conference. 
Cohen enjoys traveling and 
going on cruises with her husband, 
and human-computer interaction also 
factors into her hobby of reading. 
"I recently got a Kindle, and 
from an HCI standpoint, the way it 
fits [in my hand] is really good," she 
said. "I really like that when I read it 
at night, I can adjust the font." 
Ultimately, human-computer 
interaction factors into the way she 
teaches. 
"I think the part that probably 
has stood out for me as most special 
is how technology has changed and 
really allowed us to teach in this 
distance format," she said. "If you 
want to use the library, you don't 
have to be in the same town as your 
library. So all of a sudden, all these 
educational resources are available 
to you." 
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Curves and curls 
of Black hair: 
The natural hair movement 
vViitten by: 
KerenMoros 
It has been said that a woman's 
hair is her glory. For some women, 
hair isn't glorious until it's been 
processed, and for others, it is 
naturally glorious. 
Tracy Favreau, D.O., assist-
ant professor and director of 
dermatology at the College of 
Osteopathic Medicine, said that she 
has started to see a trend in black 
women switching from processed to 
natural hair. 
. "I'm starting to see an increase, 
and I'm happy to see it," Favreau 
said. "The females in the ages of 30 
to 40 are starting to go natural." 
Julian Moore, D.O., third-year 
dermatology resident at the College 
of Osteopathic Medicine, agreed. 
"It's become very trendy to 
go natural," Moore said. "And I've 
seen some amazing styles with 
natural hair." 
Ulatha Cange, sophomore 
exercise science major, recently 
decided to go natural. Although she 
had thought about it for a while, she 
was not serious until she decided to 
write a paper for her composition 
class about "the myth that there's 
such a thing as good hair or bad hair." 
She watched the documentaries 
"My Nappy Hair" and Chris Rock's 
"Good Hair" before changing her 
mind completely. 
"I left the library, and I went 
home," she said. "I took out my 
weave, and I just cut my hair. I felt so 
good. I couldn't help but laugh. All 
I did was laugh. People were like, 
'What's wrong with you?' I said, 
'I just feel so much better,' and it's 
easier to manage. And it's my hair-
it's not weave." 
Moore said there is no dif-
ference in the protein composition 
of Asian, Caucasian and black 
hair. But there are still differences 
among them. 
"The major difference is black 
hair has less tensile stress, meaning it 
will break more easily," Moore said. 
Black hair has fewer elastic 
fibers and anchoring hair follicles 
to the scalp, which makes it more 
susceptible to breakage. It is also more 
susceptible to spontaneous knotting. 
Asian hair has a round shape, is 
the straightest and does not fray or 
spontaneously knot. Caucasian hair 
is straight or slightly curved and also 
does not spontaneously knot. Black 
hair is the most tightly coiled and 
is weaker than the other hair types. 
It is more elliptical in shape than 
Caucasian hair. 
If a strand of hair is observed 
under a microscope straight up like 
a rod, black hair will appear frayed 
and flattened. Neither Asian hair nor 
The good, the bad and the 
RJ~~f~~t~rQommate relatio~s.~ip. 
Written by: 
Giuliana Scagliotti 
College often gives a sense 
of freedom - freedom, which is 
sometimes stifled by a bad roommate 
relationship. 
Judith McKay, J.D., Ph.D., 
chair of the department of 
multidisciplinary studies in the 
Graduate School of Humanities 
and Social Sciences and assistant 
professor of conflict resolution, 
said the best way to start a good 
relationship with a roommate is to 
communicate who you are, where 
you're from, and whether . you've 
ever had a roommate. Be open and 
don't make assumptions, she said. 
McKay said being good 
roommates doesn't mean the parties 
have to be best friends. She said 
that not being close friends can be 
relaxing and offer a chance to meet 
new people. 
"You don't have to be best 
friends. You just have to get along," 
McKay said. 
Chris Carbo, counselor in 
residence at the Office of Residential 
Life and Housing, said that con-
versation is key. 
"Understand that it's a rela-
tionship. You're in the same room all 
the time," he said. "Expect arguments 
and problems that a normal 
relationship has. You don't know 
someone until you live with them." 
McKay said if problems appear, talk. 
"If they know they are bothering 
you, they may think it's OK if you 
don't say anything. People don't come 
with crystal balls," she said. "Other 
people teach us more about ourselves 
than they teach us about them." 
Nicolas Dolan, junior marketing 
major, is familiar with roommate issues. 
"My worst experience with (my 
roommate) was lending him $800 of 
rent money over the time we lived 
together, and then he did not pay 
me back until about six months later 
after we stopped living with each 
other," Dolan said. "I kept following 
up with him until I was finally able 
to get him to send me a check for 
the money I lent him way after we 
stopped living together." 
Communicating effectively in-
volves being assertive without being 
aggressive, McKay said. 
"A proper statement is, 'It 
wakes me up when you come in at 2 
a.m. I feel like you're not respectful 
of me.' 'I feel' states emotion, but 
doesn't blame," said McKay. 
McKay said compromising is a 
good aspect in conflict resolution and 
that individuals must also resolve the 
issue within themselves. 
"In a conflict, you have three 
choices. One, you can shove 
everything in your 'closet,' which 
will burst and come back to haunt 
you. Two, you can escalate it and risk 
getting in a fight. Three, deal with 
it by talking - this is healthiest," 
McKay said. 
Carbo, said people's differences 
pose potential tension between 
roommates. 
"People come from different 
backgrounds and cultures," he said. 
"Some have never lived with a 
roommate, and when expectations 
don't go as planned, they start having 
difficulty. Throw expectations out 
the window." 
NSU provides assistance 
through student counseling and med-
iation. For more information, contact 
the Student Mediation Services at 
(954) 262-7196 or the Residence 
Counselor at 954-262-8911. 
Features 
Glossary of Terms 
Courtesy of Gabrielle Warren 
Owner of Black Star Unisex, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
Perm (relaxer): (for African-American hair) a chemical process which straightens 
the natural coil of Black hair. 
Hot combing: straightening the hair with a hot cast-iron comb. 
Texturizlng: A chemical process, which loosens the natural coil of the hair but does 
not straighten it, thereby hair still curly but not as tightly as its natural texture. 
Microbraiding: braiding loose hair extensions into small sections of the hair. 
Weave: adding length or fullness to the hair by sewing hair extenSions into the 
natural hair. 
Caucasian hair will appear frayed 
and will maintain their shapes. 
Favreau said chemical relaxers, 
hot combing and other processes can 
cause Black hair to become weaker. 
"All of these products can cause 
superficial chemical bums to the 
scalp if left on the scalp too long," 
she said. "If they are used incorrectly, 
chemical alopecia [hair loss] can 
result due to significant breakage 
of the chemically damaged hair . 
Moore said that the first step to 
going natural is to stop processing. 
"Straightening, keratin [treat-
ment], perming, hot combing and 
texturizing treatments - those are all 
procedures you're going to have to 
stop," Moore said. "But that doesn't 
mean that you stop the fundamental 
hair care practices such as washing your 
hair and mOisturizing your scalp." 
Moore recommends that 
women who choose to process their 
hair wait at least six to eight weeks 
between processing. 
"If it's relaxed or permed too 
often, these processes do cause 
a degree of irritation as well as 
inflammation of the scalp, which 
leads to trauma to the follicles which 
eventually cause scarring," he said. 
"That scarring is what will retard the 
hair growth." 
That type of damage is what led 
Daquesha Cheever, D.O., resident 
of family medicine at the College of 
Osteopathic Medicine, to go natural 
two years ago. 
"I was relaxing my hair 
probably too frequently, about every 
four weeks," she said. "[I was] 
getting more and more damage and 
accumulating damage. I knew it was 
the best thing to do." 
After microbraiding her hair 
for a year and a half, she now wears 
a wig so she doesn't have to worry 
about doing her hair. 
"You have to have a good 
support system as far as knowing 
which products to use," she said. 
"From August to now, I've been 
wearing my hair naturally under 'my 
wig." 
Melisa Coker, first-year docto-
rate student in clinical psychology 
said many of her friends are going 
natural and she has researched it. 
"In general, it's definitely on 
the rise - this natural movement," 
she said. 
Coker is planning to go natural 
in about two or three years. 
"I wonder about the professional 
implications of the afro [in corporate 
5 
America.]" she said. "That's one 
thing that's hindering me from going 
natural right now and the challenges 
it poseS while going to school right 
now. They say it's really hard work 
to deal with." 
For now, Coker relaxes her 
hair every three months and wears 
ponytails often. 
"I wear it up a lot," she said. 
"Nothing too crazy." 
Coker also braids it one month 
every year but said she is careful that 
the braids are not too tight. 
Favreau said that tight braiding 
can cause traction alopecia, hair loss 
due to tension in the hair follicle. 
"When you braid it tightly, 
it causes inflammation in the hair 
follicle," she said. "It causes scarring 
after a while. But the inflammation 
alone will make the hair fall out 
permanently. It's trauma to the hair 
follicle over and over again." 
Fayssa Salomy, junior biology 
major, also perms her hair every 
two months even though she feels 
it damages her hair. To balance this, 
she braids her hair. 
"Probably damaging my hair 
would make me go natural," she 
said. "But even though I know that, 
'1 don't think I will." 
Before going natural, Cange 
used to change her hair every week, 
from weaves and braids to relaxing. 
Now, she wears it in an afro and 
is not going to relax it anymore. But 
she said she knows that going natural 
isn't for everybody. 
"Don't do it because you're 
trying to be accepted by your peers," 
she said. 
Moore said patients of .his who 
have gone natural feel liberated. 
"I've even had some ' young . 
ladies who have experienced a sense 
of empowerment wearing it natural," 
Moore silld. 
c" 
A student who overcame learning and physical challenges 
Written by: 
Anthony Manfre 
Anthony Manfre is a second-year 
doctoral student in marriage and 
family therapy. His interests include 
reading, ~shing, hiking, camping, 
kayaking, canoeing and cooking. 
His favorite television shows are 
"Everybody Loves Raymond" and 
"Rules of Engagement, "and he loves 
seafood and Thai food. He describes 
himself as "100 percent Italian" and 
his favorite ~lm is "Forest Gump." 
Those who have heard my story 
say it is inspiring and that I should 
share it more often. Because I am an 
introvert who feels uncomfortable in 
the spotlight, I hope that telling this 
story will not only inspire others, but 
also be helpful for me. 
Ten years ago, I could not 
have imagined I would be here. I 
dropped out of high school in the 9th 
grade and a few years later earned a 
general education diploma (GED). 
I intended to enlist in the Army and 
eventually retire from it. However, 
my plans for an Army career came to 
an abrupt halt when I was honorably 
discharged after a parachuting 
accident in September 2001. I had 
served three-and-a-half years in 
the 82nd Airborne Division at Fort 
Bragg, N.C. • 
With my plans suddenly de-
railed, I returned home to Rochester, 
N.Y. My mother and stepfather were 
both schoolteachers and encouraged 
me to further my education and 
enroll in class at the local community 
college. Having dropped out of ninth 
grade, I did not feel confident in my 
academic abilities. I was especially 
weak in reading comprehension. My 
mother found a book she thought 
would interest me and help develop 
my reading skills. The book was "A 
Walk in the Woods" by Bill Bryson. 
It was the story of his adventure of 
hiking the Appalachian trail. Each 
week, she would ask me questions 
about the book. I eventually enrolled 
in a humanities and social science 
program at the local community 
college and went on to earn a 
bachelor's degree at Oswego 
State University where I studied 
psychology. 
Unfortunately, midway through 
the program, I began to lose my 
vision, the result of Stargardt 
macular degeneration that would 
render me legally blind over the 
next few years. Although I did finish 
the degree, my pursuits were once 
again compromised by my deterior-
atingvision. 
Adrift for the second time, I 
decided to hike the Appalachian trail 
from Georgia to Maine. During the 
2,160-mile trail, I experienced six-
and-a-half months of solitude, which 
enabled me to come to terms with my 
condition and decide how I wanted 
to spend my life. I also learned 
a lot about my interdependence. 
The resounding theme in my 
life, I realized, was family. From 
my childhood in a single-parent 
household where I grew hyper aware 
Anthony Manfre, doctoral student in marriage & 
family therapy. on the Appalachian trail. 
of differences between families to 
my work in the army where I helped 
military families and considered my 
comrades part of my family. The 
times I was happiest in my personal 
and professional life were when I 
was negotiating family dynamics. 
Thus, I enrolled and completed 
my master's in family therapy at 
Appalachian State University. Cap-
tivated by the theories introduced 
there, I began my doctoral program in 
marriage and family therapy at NSU, 
so I could perform research, and 
qualify for a position as a supervisor 
or a professor. My research interests 
parallel my life experiences and 
interest in military families and 
disabilities. I plan to prepare my 
dissertation around military families 
and marriage and family therapy and 
hope to work with military soldiers 
and families and teach and supervise 
the practices and theories of a field 
that has truly inspired me. 
6 Sports 
Basketball coaches 
review teams' seasons 
Men's basketball Head Coach Gary Tuell and Interim women's basketball Head Coach Ann Walker discussed this year's basketball season. 
Written by: 
Jastnine Lykins 
Basketball season ended two 
weeks ago and Ann Walker, interim 
women's head coach, and Gary 
Tuell, men's head coach, discussed 
each team's overall performance. 
. The women's team finished the 
season with 14 wins and 12 losses 
before attending the Sunshine State 
Conference on March 2. They lost 
to Florida Technical University, 
52-64, during the first round of the 
tournament. 
"We've beaten some very good 
teams," said Walker. 
She attributed the team's losses 
to internal mistakes. 
"We're not getting beat by teams, 
we're beating ourselves," she said, 
The men's team finished their 
season with 12 wins and 14 losses, 
They also lost to Florida Southern 
College, 69-79, during the first round 
at the SCC tournament on March 2. 
Tuell said, "We've lost some 
close games that I thought we 
should have won and that's been 
disappointing, The thing that's been 
difficult as in every year, is the 
injuries. We limp into the post season 
every year because of injuries," 
However, both coaches said 
they have seen their players improve 
over the season. 
Walker said, "I really feel as 
though they've become overall 
smarter basketball players. They have 
a better knowledge of the game." 
Thell commended the men's team. 
"We got a great group of guys. 
They do the right things on and off 
the floor," he said, 
As for next season, Tuell said 
the men's team will be impacted 
by the loss of five seniors, He said 
recruitment has already begun. 
"I hope we can get a little more 
athletic and a little bigger.We'd like 
to recruit a couple bigger guards to 
replace them," he said. 
Five players will also graduate 
from the women's team. However, 
recruitment has not begun because 
the athletic department is focused on 
finding a women's head coach. 
Walker said the posluon 
should be filled by early April. 
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ON THE BENCH 
Commentary by: 
J aSInine Lykins 
Athletic events need 
more appealing 
• proDlotlons 
How great would it be if 
we actually knew about our on-
campus sports events - before 
they happened? 
Yes, there have been pep 
rallies prior to basketball games 
in the Don Taft University 
Center, But what about the 
non-basketball, sports such 
as baseball, softball, golf, 
tennis, rowing, track and 
field, swimming, soccer, or 
volleyball? All of these sports 
are represented by NSU 
athletes. But do you know when 
their events are? Yes, Finatics 
have consistently appeared at 
athletics events, attempting to 
raise more "Shark Pride." Yet 
based on the sparse fan turn out, 
outside of Finatics participation, 
at many athletic events, it seems 
that the available advertising is . 
not sufficiently interesting the 
NSU Athletics has the 
potential to be extremely appeal-
ing to the student body as an 
organization, Their attempts at 
interesting students, however, 
have been largely limited to 
basketball games. Some of 
the promotions seen at recent 
basketball events this season 
were: raffles for Lady Gaga 
tickets, half-court shooting con-
tests for Wiz Khalifa tickets, as 
well as free T-shirts for fans. 
Why are these promotions 
exclusive to basketball? Base-
ball does have a corn-hole bean 
bag tournament for fans for 
between inning entertainment. 
But mostly, students have little 
motivation to attend athletic 
events at NSU. 
When you live in beautiful 
Florida all year, it is easy to deny 
school pride for a warm day 
at the beach. To help remedy 
this, the athletics department 
is cooperating with Campus 
Card Services to develop some 
kind of point system for prizes. 
Theoretically, students might be 
able to swipe their SharkCard 
at athletic events to earn points. 
According to Vernol Robinson, 
Director of Card 
Services, this yste 
available by next fall. 
However, it still seems that 
more could be done to make 
athletics events appealing to 
the NSU student population 
this season. Posters announcing 
game times and dates in places 
other than in the Flight Deck 
windows might be a start, 
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Men's basketball 
On March 3, Alex Gynes, senior forward/guard, 
obtained All-Sunshine State Conference 
second-team honors. 
Sports 
, One-Year Graduate Degree in Marine & Atmospheric Science 
Master of Professional Science 
The Master of Professional Science is 
designed for students who major in the 
sciences as undergraduates and seek 
careers that require both applied 
knowledge and professional skills. 
Our 3D-credit program, taught world-
renowned Rosenstiel School faculty, 
emphasizes hands-on training and 
internships and offers students an 
efficient route into business, 
government, and NGO's where 
employment demands are growing. 
For more information 
Email: mps@rsmas.miami.edu 
Phone: 305-421-4155 
Web: http://mps.rsmas.miami.edu 
UNIVERSITY 
OF MIAMI 
ROSENSTIEL 
SCHOOL of MARINE & 
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE 
LJ 
Women's basketball 
On March 3, Abbie Tepe, 
Stephanie Sarosi and Jasmine 
Wilkins of the women's 
basketball team were honored 
with All-Sunshine State 
Conference awards. Tepe 
received second-team honors, 
while Sarosi received first-team 
and Wilkins received 
All-Freshman Team. 
Softball 
The softball team finished the 
Eckerd College Triton Spring 
Invitational with seven 
consecutive wins 
on March 2. 
follow us 
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Who is Esperanza Spalding? 
Gratntny winner and excellent singer 
V1liitten by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
A great shock to the music 
industry came when Esperanza 
Spalding, and not Justin Bieber, 
won "Best New Artist" at this year's 
Grammy Awards. The announcement 
caused upheaval because most 
people hadn't even heard her name 
before, much less her music. So, who 
is Esperanza Spalding? 
COURTESY OF WWW.MAGES.BLOG-U.NEr 
master the deepness and smoothness 
you expect from jazz, but she can 
pull off a falsetto that would make 
Whitney Houston or Celine Dion 
proud. Plus, her skills on the bass can 
compete with veterans'. 
Maybe that's why President 
Barack Obama asked her to perform 
in Norway when he received the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 2009. There, 
she performed "I Know You Know," 
a track from "Esperanza," which 
showcases her talents. In this jazz 
tune, Spalding goes from smoothly 
singing to scatting to hitting a high 
note at the end that makes the line 
"I'm not going away" stick in your 
mind. 
The 26-year-old was born in 
Portland, Ore. to a single mother. She 
attended Berklee College of Music, 
where she earned her bachelor 
of music degree and became the 
youngest faculty member in history 
at age 20. 
Esperanza Spalding won this year's Grammy for "Best New Artist." 
If you watch Spalding perform, 
she'll confirm that Grammy was 
very much deserved. Even more, 
she'll prove that there is still hope or 
"esperanza" for music. 
Her 2008 solo album, 
"Esperanza," featured songs written, 
sung and produced by Spalding. On 
Spanish and Portuguese. However, 
she is not only versatile in the 
languages she sings but also in the 
the jazz album, she sings in English, genres she performs. 
Radiohead's 
"The King 
of Limbs" 
takes root 
online 
Written by: 
Gabrielo Banks 
Feb. 19 marked the digital 
release of Radiohead's eighth album 
"King of Limbs" on thekingoflimbs.com. 
Radiohead's "King of Limbs" 
doesn't disappoint, despite being the 
group's shortest album to date. It's 37 
minutes of melancholic exploration 
contains eight tracks worthy of the 
group's legacy. The vocals of lead-
singer, Thom Yorke, are spot-on 
throughout the album - a healthy 
alternative to the auto-tune-saturated 
industry we're all accustomed to. 
The album begins with 
"Bloom," which engages you with 
pulsing piano chords enforced by 
Yorke. The rapid snare tattoo and 
bouncing xylophone playing add for 
a jazz-like entry. Yorke's monkish 
chanting welcomes you solemnly to 
the album. 
The snappy "Morning Mr. 
Magpie" strings out some nice guitar 
plucks and a smooth bass guitar for 
an upbeat tempo. When coupled with 
"Little by Little's" dusty western 
guitar, Yorke's vocals start to assume 
a haunting effect as if you stumbled 
into a saloon for the afterlife. 
The album's brief transitory 
instrumental, "Feral," switches the 
mood with low and high brooding 
synths and mumbling vocals. It 
intensifies in a harmony of jazz 
time drums, cawing synths, and 
digitized inserts, reminiscent of "OK 
Computer," one of the band's most 
celebrated albums. 
The transition eases into the 
album's first single "Lotus Flower," 
a song that funnels a placating bass 
guitar and a floating pair of drum 
beats. Radiohead's vocals are the 
perfect vessel to send the listener 
Radiohead is back with their new album, "King of 
Limbs" 
,. ".,' '} IIl'N ,nlA )bUr-i',' 
adrift in the whirlwind of synths. His 
vaguely chosen lyrics allow you to 
make what you want of the song's 
spiritual, sexual, or psychological 
meaning. 
The next track, "Codex," 
follows the steady calming rhythm of 
"Lotus Flower" with a forward stream 
of ambience in a river of Yorke's 
classical piano chords and a floating 
pair of drum rhythms. Radiohead's 
assuring vocals are the perfect 
comedown for the introduction 
to the conclusion of the album. 
The album sets up for the 
coup de grace with "Give Up The 
Ghost's" acoustic ambient track 
and minimalist lyrics with some 
existentialist subtext that'll keep fans 
searching in a forest of meaning. The 
song opens with a recording of the 
forest where the tree the album is 
named after, "the King of Limbs," 
resides, offering the keenest of 
listeners a hint. 
King of Limb's curtain closer, 
"Separator," leaves with York's 
somber but encouraged vocals. 
Verses are trailed off by a. skidding 
echo of an outcry. York's triumphant 
lyrics suggest the band's strong 
streak of playing, "If you think that 
this is over then you're wrong." 
Perfect for a cool-off from a 
tiresome day, "King of Limbs," 
is one great 37-minute episode of 
Radiohead drifting. The physical CD 
with the 12" and copious amounts 
of art will be unleashed in March 28 
and a newspaper edition May 9. 
Those who have taken an 
interest in artists like Elvis Costello, 
Queen or Sonic Youth ought to give 
this album a listen. To fans of the 
genre and of the band, this album 
doesn't disappoint, encouraging 
multiple listens - until the next album. 
When she was younger, Spald-
ing performed hip-hop, classical, 
blues and funk. But jazz is what 
earned her this year's Grammy. 
Well, jazz and her talent. And 
what talent she has. 
Spalding's voice is soothing 
in any genre she performs. She can 
If you've ever wanted to buy your girlfriend, mom 
gummy bears, kit kats, and sprinkles, or you can be as 
healthy as you want and create a dark chocolate bar with 
whole almonds, dried strawberries, dried raspberries, 
cinnamon and vanilla granola. 
If the numerous options put you in a frenzy, just 
click "Favorites" and Chocomize will tell you which 
creations are most pop~ar. You can look at what the 
different types of chocolate bars include, see what they 
look like in the packaging and choose which one appeals 
most to you, or that special person you're shopping for. 
If you want to buy a handful of chocolate bars 
or best friend more than Russell Stover chocolates, type for a special occasion, click the "Bulk Orders" option 
in www.chocomize.comandbuythem the chocolate,!hey,; 81 and Chocomize will help you purchas,~"chocolate: ,foL ;!' 
will rave about. v,,,:t1-n·'fTl':19 corporate events, wedding favors or retan 'shops:!.') '1IfI[1 ?i 
You dont need to spend hours in the candy aisle Your chocolate bar will vary in price depending on 
trying to pick the perfect box of goodies. Chocornize lets what ingredients you choose, but it should cost no more 
you create your own chocolate bar. All you have to do is than $10 for tqat perfect bar. Unfortunately, though, 
type and click and you will give the best gift this year. unlike shopping in the candy aisle, Chocornize has a 
Click "Creation Station" to start your chocolate shipping fee of $4.95 and makes you wait a week for 
bar project. You choose what type of chocolate you 
want from dark, milk or white and then you can add five 
ingredients from the nuts & seeds, fruits, herbs & spices, 
candy, decorations and other categories. 
You can be as unhealthy as you want and create 
a white chocolate bar with pecan halves, orange peel, 
your creation. 
I created my perfect chocolate bar and now you can 
create yours for yourself or a loved one. Plan a week in 
advance and surprise someone in your life with a creative , 
and thoughtful chocolate gift, or just treat yourself to 
your very own personalized chocolate bar. 
Friday 3.18 
Tuesday 3.15 
Florida Panthers vs. Philadelphia Flyers 
BankAtLantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m. 
Mishka RevoLution Live in Ft. LauderdaLe 7 p.m. 
Jay Forte Books Et Books in BaL Harbour 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 3.16 
Chris Adler Bienes Center for 
the Arts at St. Thomas Aquinas in 
Ft. LauderdaLe 7 p.m. 
REBELUTION "Winter 
Greens Tour"* RevoLution 
Live in Ft. LauderdaLe 7 p.m. 
Miami Heat vs. Oklahoma City 
Thunder AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami 
8 p.m. 
Thursday 3.17 
Kenny Chesney's Goin' Coastal Tour w/ 
Billy Currington & Uncle Kracker* Cruzan 
Amphitheatre in West PaLm Beach 7 p.m. 
Corey Smith CuLture 
Room in Ft. LauderdaLe 
8 p.m. 
Smucker's Stars On Ice 
BankAtLantic Center in Sunrise 
7:30 p.m. 
Anthony Green* CuLture 
Room in Ft. LauderdaLe 8 p.m. 
Naturally 7 Parker PLayhouse in Ft. 
LauderdaLe 8 p.m. 
Saturday 3.19 
Less Than Jake* CuLture Room in 
Ft. LauderdaLe 7:30 p.m. 
Florida Panthers vs New York Islanders 
BankAtLantic Center in Sunrise 7 p.m. 
Natalie Cole I<ravis Center in West 
PaLm Beach 8 p.m. 
Sunday 3.20 
Rod Stewart/Stevie Nicks 
BankAtLantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m. 
6th Annual Jazz in the Gardens* 
Sun Life Stadium in Miami 4 p. 11. 
Sharon Jones & the Oap-Kings* 
The Fillmore in Miami Beach 8 p.m. 
Monday 3.21 
,Murs* CuLture Room in Ft. LauderdaLe 
7:30 p.m. 
'Call into shows on RadioX every day to win free tickets to these 
events. For more information, contact RadioX at (954)·262-8457. 
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Adele: 
In a league of her own 
Written by: 
Juan Gallo 
True talent defies all stereotypes 
or standards. It doesn't have to look 
like it just walked off the pages of 
a Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue. 
True talent doesn't have to be the 
paparazzi's favorite target. True 
talent doesn't have to hide behind 
vanity. True talent is Adele, and with 
the singer's latest album, "21," true 
talent has returned. 
All it took was one album for 
the then 19-year-old, to make people 
take notice. Her album, "19," behind 
the power of songs like "Chasing 
Pavements," "Cold Shoulder" and 
"Make You Feel My Love," a Bob 
Dylan cover, . catapulted her to the 
top of charts and to award podiums. 
Not bad for an English teenager just 
out of high school. She's already 
won Grammys and done something 
even more difficult than that - made 
a name for herself in America - and 
now she's ready to do it again. 
Just seconds into the first track, 
"Rolling in the Deep," she's got 
you. The power of Adele's voice, 
along with the diva-esque authority 
with which she wails out her no-
holds-barred lyrics, forces you to 
immediately stop all that you're 
doing and give her your undivided 
attention. The icing on top, however, 
is how catchy and contagious the 
hook is when it comes in, proving 
not only that Adele is a ridiculously 
masterful singer, but an equally 
talented songwriter - a lethal 
combination. 
The second track, "Rumour Has 
Adele's sophomore album "21" showcases her unique talent. 
It" is a crazy hybrid of modern style 
laced in delicious a reminiscence 
of 1960s Doo-Wop. It's energetic 
and fun. The third track, "Turning 
Tables" is a beautiful ballad that 
flaunts the singers sultry voice as it's 
eloquently accompanied by intricate 
piano and emphasizing strings. _, 
"Don't You Remember" is 
another ballad, which fits the ' criteria 
of Adele's music perfectly. She 
describes her songs as "heartbroken 
soul." The album is a constant tug-o-
war for the listener trying to decipher 
which is more astounding, the power 
of the music or the vocals alone. 
Adele is genuinely one of the top five 
best voices in music today. 
"21" is an incredible work by 
an artist like no other. In our modem 
world of music that is constantly 
flooded with manufactured artists, 
who are more like puppets for selling 
products than anything else, Adele 
is a pure talent that triumphs above 
the rest. I would truly be saddened 
if this album does not, at least, get 
a Grammy nomination next year for 
Best Album of the Year. "21" is in 
stores now. 
Come all ye fan-full: 
Miami Comic Con 2011 
Written by: 
Samantha Harfenist 
The Miami Comic Con 2011 
Wizard World Convention was held 
Feb. 26-27 at the Double Tree hotel 
in Miami. Among the guest speakers 
were "Star Wars'" alum Billy Dee 
Williams and "Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer's" Nicholas Brendon. 
The atmosphere in Comic Con 
was electric. People of all ages were 
dressed in a variety costumes, such 
as The Joker and The Ghostbusters. 
The crowds milled about the various 
eclectic stands. Every table was as 
different and unique as a snowflake. 
T-shirts, paintings, drawings, posters, 
comic books, and action figures are 
just a few of the items that were 
for purchase. 
Props were also available for 
pictures. A Batmobile and the "Back 
to the Future" car were located near 
the entrance for fans to take photos 
of. The . Mystery Machine, the 
"Scooby-Doo" van, was also there. 
Williams and Brendon drew 
large crowds with their speeches. 
It was standing room only as fans 
lined up to learn more about their 
favorite stars. 
One fan asked Williams 
whether he still got a lot of "action" 
from playing Lando Clarissian, or 
Miami Comic Con 2011 took place Feb. 26·27 at the Double Tree Hotel in Miami. 
what got him more action, telling 
ladies he was Billy Dee Williams or 
Lando? The 73-year-old grandfather 
laughed and answered, "Both." 
Williams also told the crowd of 
his many art projects, which he had 
been doing for many years. He never 
watches himself on film. One of the 
hardest roles he ever played was 
when he performed as Martin Luther 
King, Jr. on stage. 
Brendon joked about a costume 
malfunction that occurred during 
an intimate scene he was filming 
with a female co-star on the show 
"Criminal Minds." He said that the 
protective clothing, which keeps 
the star covered accidentally fell off 
and he was standing on a set full of 
people, completely naked. 
Brendon has also garnered 
some Emmy buzz after portraying a 
rapist on ABC's "Private Practice." 
When asked about his role, he said 
that playing such dark characters is 
more challenging but allows him to 
be more creative. 
Not all of the entertainment 
came from the stars. At around 5 
p.m. on Saturday, a group of fans 
gathered around and began a break 
dancing competition. The handful 
of dancers drew a small crowd of 
cheering on-lookers. 
The next Miami Comic Con 
Wizard World Convention will be 
Dec. 2012. 
Experience the 
world of acting, 
dancing and 
more with 
NSU performances 
Written by: 
Alyssa Sterkel 
NSU's Division of Performing 
and Visual Arts is more than just a 
program for students to earn degrees. 
It is a program that allows the NSU 
community to learn about theater, 
music, dance and art. It allows stu-
dents and professors to showcase 
their talents and lets NSU students, 
faculty and staff experience the arts 
up-close. 
This winter, PVA has four 
performances that you don't want 
to miss. Each one may make you 
fall in love with the arts, or at least 
appreciate the entertainment NSU 
has to offer. 
Agony and Ecstasy: 
A Musical Exploration of 
Suffering and Redemption 
On March 16, Jennifer 
Donelson, D.M.A., assistant profes-
sor in the Division of Performing 
and Visual Arts, will explore anguish 
and deliverance with her piano 
playing. The recital will include 
works by Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, Franz Schubert, 
Franz Liszt, Frederic Chopin, 
Johann Bach and Olivier Messiaen. 
The recital will begin at 7:30 p.m. 
in Room 309 in the PVA wing of 
the Don Taft University Center. 
Dance Concert 
From March 25-27, the NSU 
dance ensemble will express their 
dedication and talents through 
faculty choreographed dance pieces. 
choreographed dances with themes 
about dreams, relationships, and 
spirituality that will be expressed 
through modern and afro-fusion 
dances. The Dance Concert will 
also feature the work of guest 
choreographer, Stacee Lanz, whose 
piece features professional dancers. 
It takes place on March 25 and 26 at 
7:30 p.m. or March 27 at 2 p.m. in 
the PVA performance theatre. 
Renaissance and Juliet: 
An Evening of Drama and Music 
On April 12, enter the PVA 
performance theater and sit in on an 
evening of love and music inspired 
by Shakespeare. The Bossa Nova 
Chorale will perform pieces by 
Thomas Morley, Emma Lou Diemer 
and from "Kiss Me Kate." Soloists 
will sing repertoires and students 
will read Shakespearian sonnets 
throughout the night. Travel back in 
time this one night only, at 7:30 p.m., 
and immerse yourself in everything 
Shakespeare. 
Twelfth Night, or What You Will 
If you can't make the April 12 
performance, enter into a Caribbean-
style version of Shakespeare's 12th 
Night. NSU students will act out this 
romantic comedy with disguises, 
mistaken identity and foolery. You 
can experience this modem rendition 
in the Black Box Theatre on April 8, 
9, 15, and 16 at 7:30 p.m. and April 
10 and 17 at 2 p.m. 
Admission to all events is free, 
but reservations may be required. 
Call 954-262-8179 to reserve 
Elana Lanzi, Chetachi Egwu, Daniela your seats. 
Wancier and Katie Sopoci Drake 
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IraDic lechoololl lakeover 
Written by: 
Giuliana Scagliotti 
COURTESY Of INSIDEFLOFDDA.CQM 
Toll booths along Florida's Turnpike wei e replaced by Sun Pass lanes this month. Toll booth workers lost their jobs, 
As I drive by where the tolls used to be, I 
can almost see them like ghosts from the past. 
Broken fragments of the persons who used to 
receive and give change from the other side of 
the window appear, as I remember the diverse 
group of people who worked the tolls. Some 
wore bright smiles. Others just wanted to 
keep it moving. Some wore gold rings, others 
polished nails, and some wrinkly skin. Now, 
I picture them holding out their hands and 
asking, "What now?" 
The Florida Turnpike Enterprise has 
replaced toll workers with mandatory All 
Electronic Tolling. If you travel along the 47 
miles of the Turnpike, from U.S. 1 in Florida 
City to the Miami-DadelBroward County line, 
the only way to pay is electronically through 
, SunPass transponders, toll-by-plate, or rental 
car toll programs. 
Bad news was given, cash was counted, 
items were boxed up, and toll booths were 
tom down. Now, drivers can spend about an 
entire minute or so less per toll on the highway 
and build a little more change in their cup 
holders at the expense of 270 unemployed toll 
workers. This number might increase in the 
future as a result of similar proj ects planned to 
be installed in more highways. 
With the difficulty of finding jobs in 
these tough economic times, and a higher 
level of unemployment, how can so many 
people get replaced by technology? Why not 
take it further and start replacing every coffee 
shop or restaurant with machines? They can 
probably be programmed to prepare food like 
a cook or brew and serve coffee like a barista. 
So, w~yno~? _ v • 'co 
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Stalking: 
There's an app for that 
Written by: 
Kevin Preciado 
Creepy, ,disturbing, and obsessive are 
just a few words that come to ' mind when 
describing Facebook Breakup Notifier, one of 
Facebook's new applications. As if Facebook 
wasn't already stalker-friendly, this app just 
took it to another level. 
Is there someone out there you're 
interested in, but they're in a relationship? 
Well, with Facebook Breakup Notifier, you 
no longer have to tirelessly stalk that person 
yourself, since Facebook will do it for you. 
Just track the person you want to stalk, and as 
soon as that person's relationship status goes 
from "in a relationship" to "single," you'll 
receive an e-mail notifying you of the news. 
I'm not really seeing anything good 
coming from this. What are you going to do 
once you receive the e-mail, hit on that person? 
Oh yeah, I'm sure they'll really appreciate 
getting hit on ten seconds after they've ended 
their relationship. 
I'm sure we've all checked a person's 
relationship status when we add them as a 
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COURTESY OF JUSTJUOYJUOYJUDY.COM 
A new Facebook application alerts users when their friends' 
relationship status changes, 
friend, but to actually track it, now that's just 
scary. If you have this app, your status just 
went from "creepy" to "stalker." 
If you ever find out somebody is using 
the Facebook Breakup Notifier app to track 
your relationship status, here's my suggestion 
on what to do. Change your relationship status 
100 times, so you can just spam their e-mail. 
Then you should delete them from your friend 
list, because a friend who keeps track of your 
relationship status is no friend at all. 
At least look smart. 
The Current, Print Edition 
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Spanglish: Killing two 
languages with one tongue 
Written by: 
Annar.ely R~driguez 
•••••••• "~ • ' . _ • _0 •••••••• • • • • • •••••••• • ••••••• 
You may have heard it 
before. Hialeah's official language, 
Spanglish, is the combination of 
Spanish and English. I guess it's 
something that can't be avoided when 
you have two cultures constantly 
interacting with each other. When 
you speak two languages, words 
from one language will sneak into 
a conversation you're having in the 
other language. But, sadly, that's not 
where it ends. 
Spanglish has evolved from 
the occasional slip-of -the-tongue, 
into its own monster. When you 
are having a conversation, and the 
words out of your mouth vacillate 
between two languages, it limits you 
to communicating only with people 
who understand both languages. I 
thought the point of knowing two 
languages was so that you could 
communicate better with more 
people, not fewer. 
When I was younger, (and even 
now) people would tell me that I had 
an advantage over my peers because 
I could speak two languages. They 
said I would be "worth two people" 
to a company. But doing so is hard 
when my peers are out butchering, 
not only their native language, but 
also the language, which would 
make them all the more valuable. 
Even worse, Spanglish destroys 
both languages in the process. "No" 
may mean "no" in Spanish and 
English but there are words in the 
two languages that seem similar but 
mean completely different things. 
I first realized this in my ESOL 
class in ninth grade. My teacher 
explained how the word "actually" 
may seem similar to the Spanish 
word "actualmente," but means 
"really" and not "right now," as its Sign reads: "00 I love the Red Sox? Oh yeah." 
Spanish doppelganger does. But 
there are people who may not know 
that and use them interchangeably. 
However, this issue goes beyond 
grammar. The theme for the Farquhar 
College of Arts and Sciences this 
year is "Identity." And, while 
understand that there are people 
who identify with two cultures, 
speaking Spanglish doesn't give you 
an advantage. In fact, it makes you 
'-':., 
lose your two identities for a sloppy, 
sometimes unintelligible, one. 
. I'm not suggesting you stop 
identifying yourself with either 
culture, but it's possible to be proud 
of your heritage without destroying 
it. So, please, let's stop it with the 
Spanglish. 
On the Scene 
As told to: 
Noushka Arneenah Belizaire 
According to a 2010 survey conducted by the Huffington Post, the best place in the world to live is Vienna, Austria. Zurich, Germany came in second, with 
Geneva, Switzerland following closely in third place. The survey was based on factors such as political and social environment, 
socio-cultural environment, schools and education, and natural environment. 
If you could live anywhere in the world, 
where would it be and why? 
"I would like to live in the Maldives Islands because it 
seems like a very peaceful and relaxing place." 
Kristine Rust, freshman marketing major 
"I would live in Miami because it's beautiful. You have 
the best beaches, shopping and food all in one city." 
Brooke David, freshman business administration major 
"I would stay in Florida because there is no 
place like home." 
Brittany Barrett, sophomore nursing major 
• 
"I would live in Italy because of there their 
education system." 
Resha "Chino" Delgado, sophomore biology major 
"I would live in Australia because you barely hear of 
any violence occurring over there. The most you hear of 
is sharks in their water." 
Marie Wade, first-year criminal justice 
graduate student 
"I would live in Japan for sometime because I have 
always respected their culture and am curious about their 
history and culture." 
Brett Wishna, first-year law student 
Reason #379 
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